


"Sometimes whales seem to forget that they need to stay
in deep water. Whales are much too big to swim in shallow
water. If they come too close to the beach they get
stuck. Kind people try to push them away from the shore,
but they have to wait for the tide to come in to make the

water deep enough."
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• Retell the events of the story in sequence.

• Observe homophones: two/to/too there/their

• Understand use of apostrophe for possession: whales'

• Identify antonyms: shallow/deep lost/found

• Develop visual attention: save/safe swim/swam

• Use commas to aid fluency and phrasing.

• Identify contractions and compound words in text.

• Focus on silent initial letter: knew who

• Discuss comparative words: deep/deeper hard/harder

• Expand vocabulary with rhymes, suffixes, etc. (back cover).

• Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.
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 Whale Rescue

   written by Pam Holden
   illustrated by Lamia Aziz
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          Baby Whale lived with his family far out in the deep

        sea. One morning, he swam away all by himself.

         Before long, he knew that he was lost. He felt

       frightened because he couldn’t see any of the

 other whales.
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           Baby Whale swam a long way as he tried to find his

          family. After a while, he swam too close to the beach.

          The water at the beach was not deep enough for a

         whale! First he tried to swim forwards and then he

   tried to swim backwards.
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